
Organisation of the Curriculum 
 
 Students are taught in 5 session blocks of 60 minute lessons each day, some of which are double 

periods of 120 minutes. 
 At KS3 students cover all the National Curriculum subjects and at KS4 (Y9-11) students are offered a 

broad choice of GCSE/BTEC and vocational qualifications. 
 In year 7 & 8 students are taught in mixed ability groups in all subjects, except in Maths and Science. As 

students’ progress through KS3 they begin to be taught in ability set classes within English (Y9 & 10 
Literature), Maths, Science, PE and MFL too. 
 

Key Features of the Chipping Sodbury School Curriculum 
 

‘Personal Development’ and ‘Life Curriculum’ 
 Students in Y7-10 have one ‘Life Curriculum’ lesson per cycle where they receive lessons based 

around enhancing skills to make them better learners, stay safe, and become more employable. 
 All students have a series of ‘Personal Development sessions’ – where the normal timetable is 

suspended and students spend time working on a personal development theme. 
 Examples of days from last year include ‘Life Choices’ through the Ambitions Event for Y9, ‘Global 

Citizenship’ for Y8, and visits for Y7. Speakers from outside agencies, such as local colleges, police, 
school nurse, and Compass, offer valuable contributions to these days. See Life Curriculum Map 
and Careers Provision. 

 
The Curriculum at Year 7 and 8 
 All students follow a curriculum to develop the skills, knowledge and understanding so they can 

progress according to their readiness through explicit challenge in learning. 
 Foundation Stage (years 7 and 8) is critical and must support subsequent stages in a highly effective 

manner 
 Some key elements of this are; 

 Mastery principles in teaching and learning and curriculum planning ensure that key skills 
and knowledge are well embedded  

 Key skills and knowledge gaps are identified early in the stage and these are rapidly repaired 
 Foundation offer can extend beyond years 7 and 8 for some students through our Pathways 

groups into Year 9, 10 and 11. 
 For the very highest needs students some alternative provision through the Bay Learning 

Base is an option. 
 Literacy and Numeracy 

 
KS4 options curriculum is adapted to the Progress 8 measure and established to create the flexibility 
required to cater for the needs and interests of all students. 
 The curriculum is a strategic decision to raise the aspirations and challenge students in their 

learning. 
 Students are now able to access to high quality learning through the clear structure of a broad and 

balanced curriculum that caters for their needs and interests. 
 The School offers a curriculum for the majority of the students which run alongside English 

Literature, English language, mathematics, science and core PE. 
 The Curriculum Personalisation Agenda is designed to raise the aspirations of students. Students 

begin by opting for 3 GCSE’s, each to be taken in Year 9, 10 & 11 and double time. This is in 
contrast to the current Year 11 who had 2 choices in their options. Students take English Literature 
in Year 9 & 10.  

 Benefits of our GCSE option model: 
 Mixed option groups mean students from year 9 to year 11 work together and act as role 

models and mentors to each other  



 Students with a range of interests and strengths can study a wider range of subjects than is 
possible in many schools  

 Students learn valuable lessons from their experience of taking some exams in year 9 and 
10, which ultimately pays off in year 11 – but they will only be entered if they are ready  

 Higher proportions of students achieve the English baccalaureate (strong passes in English, 
maths, science, a modern foreign language and history or geography) 

 Students can choose to spend more time studying for their core subjects or pursue more 
vocational routes instead of taking so many GCSE options 

 Identified students follow an alternative option package which includes access to a variety of 
packages including extra literacy lessons, EAL lessons, learning support lessons and/or Pathway 
lessons that has been individualised to meet the needs of differing groups of students (see below). 

 No students have limitations of their option choices other than each student must choose an 
‘extended EBacc subject’. These are History, Geography, Computer Science and French. This doesn’t 
apply to a small group of identified students due to their learning needs. 

 The ‘EBacc’ option is promoted with all students but not compulsory. 
 
Pathway Curriculum 
 Our Inclusion faculty leads our Alternative Provision which consists of personalised programmes  
 Pathways at KS3 is an Intervention and support programme based on the profile of the year group. 

For some students the curriculum is totally personalised and centred around their EHCP and for 
others who are Disadvantaged, adapted to meet the needs. 

 Pathways aimed at KS4 students includes a Unit Award delivered through Design Technology and 
VCert Physical Education. 

 Liaison with Year 5 - 8 is a programme aimed at KS2-3 student’s identification of learning needs and 
to develop their literacy, numeracy, social skills and self-esteem. 

 One-to-one sessions and small group sessions are targeted at students requiring extra literacy and 
numeracy support or bespoke support with a range of social, emotional and mental health needs. 

 Our Inclusion faculty leads on various learning programmes for students with varying degrees of 
SEND students. This also includes bespoke packages for students who come to us in Y7 and 8 with 
literacy and numeracy levels below the expected level as well as supporting our highest needs 
students to become independent learners and access the mainstream curriculum. 

 
In addition to curriculum time all students have access to a full and thorough pastoral programme in which 
they experience a citizenship and literacy programme through tutor periods and assemblies. In year 10 
students complete a week of work experience aimed at developing employability skills, raising the 
aspirations and ambition of students. 

Students also get to experience various Curriculum focus weeks in which there is a large cross curricular 
element to learning through special experiences, such as Literacy week, STEM week, and languages week 
to name a few. 

 


